GUIDELINES FOR CUSTOMERS WITH SPECIAL NEEDS
At Rush SA we welcome anyone of any age into our parks. However, whilst our trampoline parks are
designed to be accessible to most people they do oﬀer a degree of physical and mental challenge.
For some persons with special needs this may mean that additional equipment and/ or levels of
supervision will be required for safe participation. For others the risks of injury may still be too great
despite taking such additional measures, preventing their use of the course. This letter gives you
guidance about what to do if you are planning to attend Rush SA and your booking includes a person
with special needs.
WHAT DOES THE ACTIVITY REQUIRE?
PHYSICAL ABILITY
Rush SA parks are physically challenging trampoline parks that require a degree of physical ﬁtness and
co-ordination. All participants need to be able to climb a number of steps, be capable of bouncing
accurately on a trampoline, exit foam pits and stand up on moving surfaces, all without physical
assistance.
MENTAL MATURITY
All customers receive a safety brieﬁng in the use of the park and systems prior to going onto the
trampoline beds. It is vital that all customers are able to understand this training and apply it
throughout the park when not under direct supervision. If the safety instructions and advice are not
followed a customer is at risk of serious injury or death. Safety training takes approximately 10
minutes. If a participant is unable to remain attentive for at least that period and then apply what they
have learned whilst undertaking the activity then a Rush SA trampoline park is unsuitable for them.
RISK ASSESSMENT
The requirement for supervision set out in our booking terms and conditions are a minimum and may
not be suﬃcient for participants with either physical of mental special needs. The staﬀ at Rush SA are
not medically qualiﬁed and so are not in a position to assess the capacity of participants with special
needs to undertake an activity. It remains your responsibility to undertake such an assessment prior to
undertaking the activity.
We advise you to visit the trampoline park prior to booking to undertake your own risk assessment.
You may also wish to contact the participant’s doctor for further advice.
CONCLUSION
If your risk assessment concludes that additional equipment and/or supervision and/or time will be
required for the course to be undertaken you must contact the Duty Manager to discuss whether these
additional needs can be accommodated.
We will try to provide as much assistance as we can to help those with special needs to undertake our
trampoline parks. However, the primary responsibility of our staﬀ is to ensure the maintenance of
safety in the park. We are sure that you will understand that, where this conﬂicts with individual needs,
park safety will be given priority.
1. This is subject to a maximum weight of 125kg

